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LINEAR SUPERPOSITIONS WITH MAPPINGS
WHICH LOWER DIMENSION
BY

Y. STERNFELD
Abstract. It is shown that for every «-dimensional compact metric space X, there
exist 2n+ 1 functions {<Pj}j=V in C(X) and n mappings {i|',}"=i on X with
1-dimensional range each, with the following property: for every 0 < k < n, every k

tuple {if-^J/Uiof the <//s, and every 2(n - k) + 1 tuple {<pJm}%=~xk)+1
of the qp/s,
each/ e C(X) can be represented as/(x) = 2*=,g,(>/<,,(*))+ 2«=7*,+'M?;
(*)).

with g/G C(vV*)) and A„ e C(R).
It is also shown that in many cases the number 2(n — k) + 1 is the smallest

possible.

1. Introduction. Let X and Y¡, 1 < i < k, be compact metric spaces, and let tp,:
A' -» Yj be continuous functions. The family {<p,)i<,<* is said to be a measure
separating family if each/ E C(X) admits a representation

(*)

fix) = 2 &(*,(*))
i=i

withg, e C(y¡), i </<£.
{•P/li*:,«* is said to be a uniformly (point) separating family if each f E IJiX)
admits a representation (*) with g, e lx(Y¡), I ^ i ^ k. (C(X) (resp. lxiX)) is the
Banach space of real continuous (resp. bounded) functions on X with the sup norm.)
As shown in [9] {<p,-}i
«,■«;*is measure separating (resp. uniformly separating) if
and only if there exists a positive X, such that for each /i £ M(I) (resp. p E lxiX))
there correspond some 1 < /' < k so that

(**)

lift° ç.-ll> Ml/ill.

(Here M( X) is the Banach space of real Borel measures on X with the total variation
as the norm; lxiX) is the subspace of MiX) which consists of the purely atomic
measures. Given an element p of MiX) (resp. lxiX)) p ° <p,is the element of M(Y¡)

(resp. lxiY¡))defined by
po<Pi(V)=p(<pJx(V))
where V C y, is a Borel set.)
If the above is satisfied then {<p,},«£,<*is said to be a A-measure separating family
(resp. a uniformly separating family with constant X). (This characterization motivated the choice of the terminology "measure separating" and "uniformly separating" family. See §§1 and 2 of [9] for a more detailed study of these concepts. Note
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also that by this characterization a measure separating family is also a uniformly
separating family and hence if the linear superposition operator (gx, g2,. ..,gk) -*

2f=1& ° <p,maps C(YX)X C(Y2) X • • • XC(Yk) onto C(X) then it also maps lœ(Yx)
X • • • Xlx(Yk) onto /^(A'). It is not clear whether the converse statement is valid.
However, for k = 1,2 it is. (See [9]).)
In this article we shall study the existence and nonexistence of measure separating
and uniformly separating families in the case where the spaces Y¡, I < i < k, are all
of dimension smaller than the dimension of X. To begin with, let us mention two
results, both related to the case where the functions <p,are real valued. The first
result is an extension of the well-known superposition theorem of Kolmogorov [4]
and of a theorem of Ostrand [8]. We do not state this theorem in its most general
version but in a form which suits the purpose of this article. For the general form as
well as a proof, see [10].
Theorem 1. Let X be an n-dimensional compact metric space (n > 0). Then there
exists a l/(2n + 1) measure separating family {<p,}2"t' C C(X). Moreover, the set

{((p„(P2,-..,<P2n+i) e C(X) X C(X) X---XC(X):
sure separating family)
contains a dense Gs set.

{(p,}2«|i isal/(2n

is residual in C(X) X ■• • XC(X)

+ I) mea-

(2n + 1 factors),

i.e.

The second theorem is an inverse of Theorem 1. By now it is known to be valid
only for n < 6 [9 and 12], but I strongly believe in its validity for all n.
Theorem 2. Let X be an n-dimensional compact metric space (n > 2). Then no
family which consists of2n real-valued continuous functions on X is uniformly separating.

Note that for n = 1 Theorem 2 is clearly false.
For a while I had the impression that Theorem 2 might be generalized in the
following way: If X is an «-dimensional compact metric space, and if {<p,}f=is a
uniformly separating family so that dim <p,.(X) < n for 1 </<
k, then
2f=, dim<p¡iX) 5= 2« + 1. However, after Professor A. Lelek brought to my attention his construction in [6], I was able to construct a measure separating family
{<p,}?=, on the square I2 so that <p,, 1 < i < 3, are real valued, while tp4 has a
1-dimensional range. This construction clearly refutes the above mentioned hypothesis. It turns out that this construction can be carried out in a more general setting
which is our main existence theorem.
Theorem 3. Let X be an n-dimensional compact metric space (n > 0). Then there
exist n continuous monotone functions {</',}"=, on X, with l-dimensional range each,
and 2n + 1 functions {tr^}2"}1 in C(X), so that for every 0 < k < n each k of the xp/s
together with each 2(« — k) + 1 of the tpj's forms a Xn k measure separating family
with Xn k = 1/(2« + 1 + 2kin — k)). Moreover, the functions \f/¡, 1 < i < n, can be
so chosen that the subset B of[CiX)]2"+x which consists of the elements (<p, • • • <jp2„+i)
which satisfy the above, is residual in [CiX)]2n+x. In addition, if X is connected,
locally-connected and unicoherent, then ^¡iX) is a dendrite, 1 < i < n. iSee §2 for
definitions of these concepts.)
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We shall prove Theorem 3 in §3. In §4 we shall show that in many cases Theorem
3 is the best possible, i.e. that the numbers k and 2(« — k) + 1 cannot be reduced.
This will follow from some slightly more general theorems.
Let us return to the false hypothesis mentioned above. By Theorem 3, with k — n,
for each compact «-dimensional space X, there exist a measure separating family
{<?,}"=,'with dimtpiiX) = 1 (more precisely dimtp^X) — 1 for 1 < i < n and <p„+,
real valued), i.e. 2/dim<pl(Ar) = n + I, and if n > 2 then dim<p/(.X')< n. But the
functions <p,, 1 < i:«Sn, are not real valued, i.e., the least Euclidean dimension into
which <p,(Ar)can be embedded is > 2. So, if we define the Euclidean index E{W) of
a separable metric space W to be the smallest integer m such that W is homeomorphic to a subset of Rm (of course dimW/< E(W) < 2 dim H74- 1) then we obtain

2"=,'£(<p,(X)) = 2?=xEi<piiX)) + 1 > 2n + 1. And in the general form of Theorem

1.3

1 E(UX)) + " 2 + E(<pj(X))= | E(^(X)) + 2(n-k)+l
1=1

/=1

i=l

>2k + 2(n-

k) + 1 = 2n + 1.

These facts motivate the following problem, which trivially holds for n < 1, and, as
will be shown in §4, holds also for n = 2 under some extra assumptions on the space
JL~(e.g.if dim X — 2 and Xcontains I2).
Problem. Let X be an «-dimensional compact metric space, and let {<p,}f=ibe a
uniformly separating family on X, with dim<p,(A') < «. Does it follow that

2f=1£(9((Jf))>2» + 17
2. Preliminaries. In this section we mention some results and concepts that will be
used in the following sections.
Definition, (i) Let <p and \p be mappings on a space X. 4> is said to be a
refinement of <p if the cover {\p'xiy): y E \piX)} of X is a refinement
{<p-\z):z E <piX)}.

of the cover

(ii) Let F and G be two finite families of mappings on a space X. F is said to be a
refinement of G if for each <pE G there correspond some i^eFso
that \p refines tp.
The following proposition follows easily from the definitions, and its proof is left
to the reader.
2.1. Proposition. Let X be a compact metric space and let F and G be finite families
of mappings on X so that F refines G. If G is a measure iresp. uniformly) separating

family then so if F.
2.2. Corollary.
Let F = {<p¡}f=xbe a measure iresp. uniformly) separating family
on a compact metric space X. Let ax, a2,...,am
be subsets of {1,2,...,k)
so that

U;=lö,=

{1,2,...,*}.

Let ty X^nie./p,(X)

uV,2(x),...,i^,|a |(x)) where aj= {i„ i2,...,i|aj}.
iresp. uniformly) separating family.

be defined by tyx) = (*,,(*),
Then G=

{4,J}JLXis also a measure
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Let F = {<p,}f=1be as above. If for each 1 < i « k, <p,factors

through some space Yj with factors \¡/¡and t¡, i.e. there exist spaces Y¡and mappings »//,:

X ^> Y¡ and r¡: Y¡-» <p¡(X) so that <p¡(x)—t,(i//,(x)), then H = {^,}f=i is also a
measure (resp. uniformly) separating family on X.

Proof of Corollaries 2.2 and 2.3. In both cases G and H refine F. D
Recall that a mapping <p: X -» Y is called monotone if <p~x(K) is connected
whenever K C Y is closed and connected. The dimension of <p is defined by
dim <p— sup e y dim <p~'(.y).The following are some results related to these concepts.

2.4. Theorem (Hurewicz).

Ify.X^Y

is a closed mapping then dim X < dim Y

+ dimtp.
2.5. Theorem (Jung [2], Keesling [3]). If <p: X -> Y is a closed mapping, and

Y' = {y G Y: dim<p~x(y)> dim A' - dim 7} r«e« dim X < dim F + dim <p.
In both theorems the assumption on <pcan be replaced by the assumption that X
is a compact.
2.6. Theorem

[5, p. 125]. Let X be an n-dimensional space. Then there exists a

O-dimensionalmapping f: X -* I".
2.7. Theorem [5, p. 184]. Let X be a compact metric space, and tp: X -» Y a
mapping. Then <pfactors through a space T (called the tree ofq>) with factors \¡/: X -> T
and t: T -» Y so that rp is monotone, dim t — 0 and <p(x) = t(\¡/(x)).

The elements of T can be identified with the components of the sets <p~'(y),
y E Y, ip(x) is then defined to be the component of qp_,(<p(jc))which contains x, and
t(í) = <p(í) = y where t is a component of <p~xiy). As dimr = 0 it follows from
Theorem 2.4 that dim T *£ dim Y.
2.8. Corollary.
Let {<p,}f=i be a measure iresp. uniformly) separating family on a
compact space X. Then there exists a measure iresp. uniformly) separating family

{^,}f=, on X with \pimonotone and dim t//(.(X) < dim<p7(X), 1 < / < k.
Proof. Let ^, be the factor in the factorization of <p¡as in Theorem 2.7. Then \¡/¡is
monotone, dim yp¡iX) *s dimtp^A'), and by Corollary 2.3 (</',}*=,is a measure (resp.
uniformly) separating family. □
Definition, (i) A compact metric space D which is connected, locally-connected
and does not contain a homeomorphic image of the circle is called a dendrite.
(ii) A space X is called unicoherent if X = Xx U X2 with X¡ C X, closed and
connected, i = 1,2, implies that Xx n X2 is connected.
The n-cube I" is unicoherent for all n > 1. The proofs of the following facts about

dendrites can be found in [5, p. 300].
2.9. A dendrite is unicoherent and 1-dimensional.

2.10. A dendrite can be embedded into R2.
2.11. A compact connected subset of a dendrite is a dendrite.
2.12. A 1-dimensional connected and locally-connected

metric space is a dendrite.

compact unicoherent
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2.13. Let A"be a compact, connected, locally-connected and unicoherent metric
space. If ypis a monotone mapping on X with dim \pi X) = 1 then \p(X) is a dendrite.
Definition. Let X be an n-dimensional space.
(i) A family F of «-dimensional closed subsets of X is said to be a dimensional
network for X, if every «-dimensional closed subset of X contains some element of F.
(ii) X is said to be countably «-dimensional if it admits a countable dimensional
network.

2.14. Theorem [11]. Let W be a compact subset of YxX Y2with dim W = dim Y, +
dim Y2. If Y¡ is countably dim Y¡-dimensional for / = 1 or i — 2, then W contains a

product W D Y[ X Y'2with dim Y[ = dim Y¡,i = 1,2.
2.15. Theorem. A dendrite is countably l-dimensional.

Proof. Let T be a dendrite and let E denote the set of end points of T, i.e.
E = {t E T: T\{t} is connected}. By a theorem of Menger [7] (see also [1, Theorem
4,p. 139]) T\E can be represented as a countable union of simple arcs {/„}nS,i
which do not intersect pair-wise in more than one point. (Note that E may be
uncountable and may be dense in T. T\E is always dense in T.) For n > 1 let
Un,k)k>i t>e a sequence of simple arcs in /„, whose interiors form a basis for the
topology of /„. We claim that {ln<k}n>\tk>\ is a dimensional network for T. Indeed,
let K C Tbe closed and l-dimensional. Then ^contains a l-dimensional component

M which by 2.11 is a dendrite too, and hence contains some arc /. Let /' C / be
another arc so that /' does not contain any of the two end points of /. Then each
point of /' separates /' and hence separates T, i.e. /' C T\E = \Jn>ll„. Hence for
some n > I, dim(/' n /„) = 1 and thus /' D /„ contains some arc, and also one of the
arcs lnk for some k > 1, and the theorem follows. D

3. Proof of Theorem 3.
3.1. The construction of Lelek. In [6] A. Lelek constructs a mapping <pof /" onto a
dendrite T with some remarkable properties. In particular Dv = {x E I": {x} =

<p"'((p(x))} is a dense Gs in /", and E = In\D9 has a simple explicit description.
This mapping <pwill play an important role in the proof of Theorem 3. We shall
describe the construction below, giving detailed attention only to parts which will be
relevant to our needs. The others can be found in [6]. Actually, we shall describe an
upper semicontinuous decomposition L of /" so that tp is the mapping induced by L,
i.e. the elements of L are the fibers of <p.
Let A denote the classical Cantor set in [0,1], and let P be an «-cube in R" with
boundary dP and center q. (At this point we are more restrictive than in the original
construction [6]. There P could be any «-dimensional parallelepiped. The restriction
to cubes will turn out to be more convenient later. Note that by an «-cube we mean
any similar copy of the interior of /".) R" will be looked upon as a vector space over

R. Set A = [tx + il -t)q:tE

A ^ l,xE

dP}.

A isa nowhere dense closed subset of P, A U dP is compact and dim(^4 U dP) =
« — 1. P\A consists of countably many components, each of which is a domain D
in R" with boundary of the form dD — [t¡x + (1 — t¡)q: i = 1,2, x E dP) where í.
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and t2 are end points of some component interval of [0,1]\A, i.e. r, = k/3m and
t2 = (k + l)/3m for some m > 1 and 1 < k < 3m - 1. Let us cut each of these
domains D with finitely many compact pieces of (« — l)-dimensional hyperplanes
contained in D to obtain finitely many congruent cubes P', so that each P' is of the

form P' = a + aP where a E R" and 0 < a < 1. (Actually if 3D has the above
representation with ?, = k/3m and t2 = (k + l)/3m then a = l/3m. Note that here
again we are more restrictive than in [6].) Let A' denote the union of A and of all
these in — l)-dimensional pieces, where D ranges over all the components of P\A.
(Note that there are countably many such pieces.) Let L, denote the family of
components of A'. Ax contains elements of two major types: components of the form

{tx + (1 - t)q: x E dP) with l^iEA
nents of the form

and t not of the form k/3m, and compo-

{k/3mx + (1 - k/3m)q: x E 67>}

U{(Â:+ l)/3m)x+{l

-ik+

l)/3m)q:x

E dP]

U (finitely many (« — 1)-dimensional pieces}.

Now we continue the construction as follows: The components of P\A' consists of
countably many «-cubes of the form a + aP. On each of these «-cubes we operate in
the same way as we operated on P. In this way we obtain in each of these «-cubes
sets similar to A and A'. The collection of components of P\{the union of all the A 's
(including the original ^4)} consists again of a countable family of «-cubes, and we
continue by an obvious deduction. In this way we obtain countable collection of sets

{A,}%x and {A',}JLXwhere for each l> 1, A', is of the form A', = b, + ß,A'
ib, G R", 0 < ß, < 1). Let us assume also that A' = A\. Let L, denote the family of
components of A'„ and set

L= U L, U {3P} U \ the singletonsof P\ \J A'X.

i=\

I

i=\ \

Then L is a decomposition of P. The reader may prove (or else check in [6]) that L is
an upper semicontinuous decomposition of P. Hence the quotient map <pinduced by
L maps P onto a compact metric space T. It is easy to check (see [6]) that dim T = 1,
and clearly the elements of L are connected, i.e., <pis a monotone mapping. Hence
by 2.13 T is a dendrite. (Recall that P is homeomorphic to /" and hence is
locally-connected and unicoherent.) The sets A\ are nowhere dense in P, and hence,
by the Bair category theorem P\ U^,^, is a dense Gs. Since obviously Dv= {x E

P: {x} = <p"'(<p(x))}= P\ ^T=\Ah Dv is a densf Gs in p- Note also that u~ i^'i
= U" ,A', U 3P, and that Ev = P\DV = Uf=xA',. This completes the construction
of <p.
We shall apply now the construction 3.1 to prove the following lemma.
3.2. Lemma. Let X — I" in^

2). There exist « monotone mappings {<p,-}"=1
on X,

such that tp, maps X onto a dendrite, and so that for each 1 < k =£ « and 1 < ij < i2 <

• • • < ik < n, dim r\f=lEh <n-k,

where E¡ = X\D¡

q>j\<Piix))}. iNote that E¡ is an Fa in X.)

and D, = {x E X:{x) =
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Before giving the detailed proof, we shall describe intuitively the case n = 2 which
exhibits the basic ideas. Let Px = {(x, y) G R2: \ x |< 1, \y |< 1} be the canonical
square, and let <p,: Px -» The the mapping associated to P, by the construction 3.1.

Let P2 be the square obtained from P, by rotation by 45° about the origin, and let
<p2:P2 -* Tbe the mapping associated to P2 by 3.1. Set X = Px n P2. Obviously, A"is
homeomorphic to I2, and we claim that the restriction to X of tp, and rp2satisfy the
conditions of the lemma. For k — 1 this follows directly from 3.1. For k = 2 this is
less obvious but still true: as mentioned in 3.1 Ex C U" , A'xl where the A\, are the
sets constructed in 3.1 with P — Px. Respectively E2 C UfLxA'2j. Hence, to prove
dim(£, n E2) < 0 it suffices to show that dim(A'x: n A'2l ) < 0 for all /, and /2.
But this is intuitively clear: A'XJ is the set constructed in 3.1, and A'2J is obtained
from A\j by rotation by 45°, and a possible translation and multiplication by a
scalar. Thus the intersection does not contain any straight line segment, and hence is
zero-dimensional.
The following proof uses the same ideas.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let « > 2, and let {*i,/}i«,y<,i be «2 vectors in R" so that:
(i) For 1 < i < «, {e,j}]=\ is an orthonormal basis for R".
(ii) dim C\kl=xHihj= » - fc for 1 < k < n, 1 < i < i2 < • •• < ik < n, and 1 <_/,
< « where //, . is the subspace orthogonal to e¡ ¡.
For 1 < ¡' < «, let P, be the canonical «-cube with center at the origin and volume
2" whose sides are contained in the hyperplanes ±eiJ- + H¡ -, 1 <y < «. Set X =
D"=]Pi. Then X is a convex body in R" and hence homeomorphic to /". For
1 < i < n, let <p,be the mapping associated to P¡ by the construction 3.1. We claim
that the restrictions of the mappings <p,to X satisfy the conditions of the lemma.
For 1 < /, / < « set H', = e, , + Ht , = {e, ,,+ x: x £ H> ,}.
Then there exists a O-dimensional F0 subset F of [-1,1] so that E¡ C {J"=XV-H'UJ,
for all l<i<n
(where VH={tx:
t E V, x E H}). To see this, fix some
1 < i < «. In the following we shall omit the index i. Let A be the set defined in the
construction 3.1. Then A = A • 3P. Now 3P is contained in the union of the
hyperplanes ±Hj, 1 <y < n. So Jc U"=,(A U (-A))//;.
The set A1 has been
obtained from A by adding to it countably many compact pieces of hyperplanes of
the form t ■HJ, 1 «£/=£«, -1 =íí=£ 1. Let t denote the set of all those numbers t.

Then
n

n

~AC IJ (A U (-A) U t) • H'j = U Vx H'j,
7=1

y=i

where Vx = A U (-A) U t. Clearly Vx is a O-dimensional Fa in [-1,1]. For a fixed

/> 1,A1,= b, + ß^Ä',b, E R", 0 < ß, < 1. Let b, = (b,,,.. .,b,„) be the coordinates
of b¡ with respect to the basis {e-}"=,. Then
n

n

1; = ¿»,+ ß,* c ¿>,+ j»,U vx h'j = b, + U ftK, ä;
y=i
j=\
= \J{b, + ßlvl-H'j)= (j^
J=\

j=\

+ ß^yn'j.
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The last equality holds since Hj = Hj + e} and Hj is the orthogonal subspace of e}.
Hence

b, + ß,VxH'j=b,+ ß,Vx(e]+ Hj) =b,+ ß,Viej + H}
= (b,J + ßlVx)eJ + b,-bljeJ

= (b,j + ß,V,)ej + Hj

+ Hj

(sinceb, - bljej E Hf)

= (b,j + ß,Vx)(ej + Hj) = (b,j + ßyx\H].

So, if we let V,j = bIJ + ß,Vl, and V,= UJ=1F/; then I', C Uaj=1V,j-HjC
Un=xV¡- Hj, and F^aswellas

V¡are O-dimensional Fa\ in [-1,1]. Hence

oo

£=U^cU
i=\

oo

n

n

U VrH)E (J VH'j
i=\ j=\
j=\

where V = UJ1 xVlis a O-dimensionalFa in [-1,1].
We shall now prove the lemma with {/',, i2,...,ik}

r\*=lE¡ CF=

= (1,2,... ,k}. By the above

n"=1 Wj=xV-Hlj. Hence, it suffices to show that dim F < n - k.

But F can be also represented as F = U C\i=xV- H\ • where the union is taken over
all the elements (jx, j2,...,jk) of {1,2,... ,«}*, and since each of these united sets is
a compact it suffices to show that dim( Di= XV• H¡■ ) < « — k for each (jx, j2,... ,jk).

So fix (;„... Jk). Define a mapping /: C\k=xV-H'iJ:-» F* by /(*) = (/„... ,i,) if
and only if* G nf=,(í,///y )./is well defined since (/,,.. ..í^) # (í¡,. ..,t'k) imphes
k

n^jn
/=i

k

n(^,,() = 0.
i=i

(Actually í, ¥= t¡ imphes ti ■H¡¡ n i- • fl/7 = 0 .)/is continuous, and by (ii)

dim/-1(i,,...,0

= dim fi trH¡tJ\ <n~k,

for all itx,..., tk) E Vk, i.e. dim /*£« — &. As Clf_,K- fl/ • is a compact, it follows
from Theorem 2.4 that
k

dim H F-fÇ^ « dimVk+ dim /< « - *
i=i
since dim Vk = 0. This completes the proof of the lemma. D
The next lemma is a generalization of Lemma 3.2 to general compact metric
spaces.
3.3. Lemma. Let X be an n-dimensional compact metric space (« s* 2). Then there
exist monotone mappings ip¡: X -» S¡, 1 < iK «, so that dim 5, = 1, and such that for

each 1 =£k < «, dim f\k=xFu<n-k,

where F¡ = X\D¿ and D¡ = {x G X: {x} =

*rH(*))}.
Proof. Let A' be an «-dimensional compact metric space. Then (Theorem 2.6) X
admits a O-dimensional mapping /: X -> I". Let <p,: /" -> T be the mappings
guaranteed by Lemma 3.2. Let S, be the tree of the mapping tp, ° /: X -» T and let
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\¡/¡:X -* S¡ and t¡: S¡ -* T be the mappings so that <p.o f — T. o ^ as in Theorem 2.7.

Recall that the elements of S, are components of fibers of <p,° f. \pt(x) is the
component which contains x, and t¡(s) — <p¡(f(s)), s G S,:

X

->

S,

/I

-»

ir,

j"

-»

r

Vi

We claim that the {^}"= i do the job. Note first that by Theorem 2.7 dim 5, = 1, and
the functions >//,are monotone. Also, F¡ C/"'(£,)
where £, are the subsets of /"
associated to tp, in Lemma 3.2. Indeed, let x E F¡. Hence there exists some x' ¥= x so
that 4>i(x) = i'i(x') — s E S¡. Set t¡(s) = t E T. Then s is a component of
(<P,° /)~'(0, because (tp, ° /)(x) = t,(^(x)) = t,(s) = f and hence x E/^^'O).
and s is the component of the fiber of <p,° / which contains x. So, in particular
s Cf~l(q>Jx(t)), and also f(s) C <p,7'(0- But s is a compact connected set which
contains more than one point (x, x' E s) hence dim s > 1, and since dim / = 0,
dim f(s) > 1 too, and in particular/(s) contains more than one point. Thus, f(s) is
contained in <p]x(t), and is not a singleton, which means that f(s) C E¡, and

xESCf-\f(s))C

/-'(£,.).

It follows that flf=,F,.C nf=,/-'(£,) =/-1(nf=,£,).

But by Lemma 3.2

dim n/=,£, < « — &, and since n.=i—,£,
. is an £„ and dim /= 0, it follows from the

Hurewicz Theorem 2.4 that dim /"'( nf=,.E,) < dim C\k=xE,■
+ dim /< « - fe, and
the lemma follows. D
3.4. Lemma. Let X be a compact metric space, and let E C X be an Fa with
dim E < m (m > 0). Then the subset A of [C(A")]2m+1 defined by A =
{(<p„<p2,...,(p2m+,) G [C(A-)]2m+l: {(p,}2r,+1 is a l/(2m
family on E) is residual in [C(A-)]2m+1.

+ 1) measure separating

Remark. The concept of a A measure separating family has been defined on
compact spaces. By a "A measure separating family on £" we mean that for every
p E M(X) so that the support of p is contained in E, there correspond some <p,so

that ||/i° <P,
II> MlJillProof. Since E is an Fa, it has a representation E = U£!,,£, with E, C £/+1, and
E¡ compact and dim E¡ < m. Set

^={(»i.-...fi.+,)e[c(jr)]a-+I:
{<P,}^™i+' is a «——r

measure separating family on E, \

and
l2m+I

{'/'i},-=i+ isa ^——r

measure separating family on £, .
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By Theorem 1, A', is residual in [C(E,)]2m+x, and hence A', D n*=1í/¿ where U'kare
open

and

dense

in

[C(E¡)]2m+x.

Obviously,

if

(*//,,. . . ,\¡>2m+x) G /I',,

and

(<Pi,---,<P2m+i) G [C(X)]2m+x is such that yi/E, = \pi, 1 < i « 2m + 1, then
(<Pi>---.^m+i)
G A,. It follows that /I/ D C\™=xUk= {(«p„. . . ,<p2m+1):
(*Pi/£,>- • -'^m+i/E,)
e ^fc}- We claim that L^ is open and dense in [C(A")]2m+l.
Let

<p= (<p,,...,<p2m+1)

G Uk. Then

<p/£, = (<p1/£/,.. .,«p2m+i/E,) G í/¿.

Hence,

since U'kis open, there exists some e > 0 so that %pE [C(E,)]2m+x and \\\ip— <p/E||| E
< e imphes \p G £/¿. (The norm in [C(A)]2m+1 is |||<p||| = maxls;,<2m+] ||<p,||, where
II• || is the sup norm in C(X).) It follows that if t = (t,,. . .,r2m+l) E [C(A")]2m+1
and IIIt — tp |||x < e, then in particular ||| t/e — <p/E |||E < e and hence t/E, G U'k, i.e.
t EUk, and thus Uk is open. To see that the Uk is dense, let t G [C(A')]2m+1
and e > 0. U'k is dense in [C(El)]2m+x hence there exists some \p E U'k so that
IIIt/e ~ ^ III£ < £- Applying Tietze's extension theorem we can extend t, — i^/E/ to

an element ft E C(X) so that II/Il < e, 1< i < 2m + 1. Set \¡it= f + r¡ E CiX).
Then || i^ - t¡ \\ - \\f\\ < e and \p¡/E, = \p¡ - t¡/E¡ + t¡/E, = tpt, i.e. \¡i¡is an extension of \pi, and hence \p = (»ii,- • -,^+1)
e ¿4> and it follows that Uk is dense in
[C(A")]2m+l. Hence A, is residual in [C(A")]2m+1 since it contains H^=lUk, and

CY¡LXA[
is residual too. We claim that A = njLxA¡. Clearly, if <pG A then <pG
r\JLxA,. Let <pG C\%XA„and let /1 be an element of MiX) with \\p\\ = 1 and
supp p C £. Let e > 0. By the regularity of the measure ju, there exists some / > 1 so
that I p I (£/) > 1 — e (where | p | is the variation of p). Hence H/i/f/H > 1 — e and
IIm/a-\£,H< £• 9 = (<Pi>-• • .<P2m+i)e Ah hence, for some 1 < i « 2m + 1,
II(/!/£/) o tpll 5= l/(2m + 1)-(1 —e) and since ll/i/jr\,Eill < e we conclude that
II/i o <p,II > l/(2w + 1)( 1 — e) — £, and since e was arbitrary it follows that IIju ° «p,II
> l/(2w + 1) for some 1 < i < 2w + 1, i.e. <pG A. This proves the lemma. D
Proof of Theorem 3. Let X be an «-dimensional compact metric space. The

theorem is trivial if « = 0 (take <pto be an embedding of X into R ) and also if « = 1.
(Take {<Py}j=1
C C(A*) a 1/3 measure separating family (by Theorem 1), and let \p:
X -* X be the identity mapping.) So assume « > 2. Let {^¡}"=\ be the mappings of
Lemma 3.3. For (/,, i2,.. .,ik) = a where I < ix < i2< • • • < ik< n, let Fa —
En
i >— n*_,£ where F, 1 < i < n, are the sets defined in Lemma 3.3. Recall
that by this lemma £Q is an (« — /c)-dimensional Fa in A'. Set
^{^„^„..^„^G^A-)]2^':

{<p}2"{' is a -——r

measure separating family on X \

and fora = (/',,..., ik) as above let Aa be the subset of [C(A")]2("~*)+1 defined by
Aa=

\ (?]>■■-,<P2(n-k)+\)

■

{q>j}*", )+ is a —:-—£\ rl

measure separating family on FA.
K ) ~T~ 1

By Lemma 3.4 Aa is residual in [C(A')]2(""A:)+1 and so is B0 in [C(A")]2"+1.
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For ß = ijx, J2,---J2(n-k)+\) with ! </i <h <••• <J2(„-k)+\ < 2n + 1, let
BaJ3 be the subset of [C(A")]2"+1 defined by Baß = {(<p,,...,<p2„+l): {%}Jeß is in
Aa}. (Note that \ß\— 2(« — | a |) + 1 where | • | stands for cardinality.)
Then Baß is residual in [C( A)]2n+1 since Baß can be identified with the Cartesian
product oiAa C [C( A")]2<"-/[)+1and [C( A")]2*'.It follows that

*„ = n^={(<p„...,cp2„+,)G[C(A-)]2"+1:

ß

l

foralll</,<

••■</2(„_,)+,<2«

{%•},i", )+1 is a —:-—-measure

+ l,

separating family on Fa

is residual in [C( A")]2n+1,and thus the set B = r\aBa n B0 is residual in [C(A")]2"+I
too.
We shall see now that each element (<p,,... ,<p2n+,) of B satisfies Theorem 3 (with
respect to {^,}"=, of course). Let k \p's and (2(« — k) + 1) <p's be given. Without
loss of generality we may assume that these are {)/',}f=, and {%)f=\~k)+x- Let
a = (l,2,...,/c).
Then(<p,,...,<p2n+1) G Ba and hence (<p„. ..,<p2(„-A)+1) G ,4a, i.e.

{9,y}j^="r*)+1
is a l/(2(n ~ k) + 1) measure separating family on £a = nj=!F(.

Recall also that Ö, = A"\£, = {x E X: {x} = i/f'i&(*))} and that M*/) n 4(A)
= 0, 1 < z =s «. Let /i G Af(A") be of norm 1, and let 5 be real with 0 < 8 < 1.
Consider the two possible cases
(i) |ji|(Fa)<l-8,and
(n)\p\(Fa)>\-8.

If (i) holds, then since Fa= r]k=x(X\D¡) = X\ Uf=,Z)„ | p\ (U*=,/>,.)> 8 holds.
Hence, | p \ (D¡) s* 8/k for some 1 < i < k. \p¡ is one-to-one on D¡, and ^¡(D/) n
^(X\D,) = 0, and hence ||ji ° ^|| > ô//c.
If (ii) holds, then II/i/Fa 11> I —8, and {<p,-}2LY*)+I
is a l/r measure separating
family on Fa (where r = 2(« —k) + 1). Hence lljt/F0 ° <p,ll> (1 - 5) • 1//- for some
1 =sy =s r. Also, |/i|(*\Fa)
<Ô and thus \\p/X\F¡¡ ° <p,-ll< 5 too. It follows that
IIp o <p.|| s* \\p/Fa o %\\ - \\p/^Fa

o <p.|| > (1 - ¿5). \/r - S = \ - ~^-8.

(Note that unlike case (i), in case (ii) we had to consider also the part of p supported
in X\Fa,

since <PjiFa) and <p-(A"\Fa) are not necessarily

disjoint.) Thus in both

cases \\p ° t|| > min{8/k, l/r - (r + 1)8/r) for some t G {i//J*L, U {<p,}2lnf*)+1Hence if we take A„ ¿ = sup0<ÄSI minfóy/c, l/r—(r+
l)5/r} then {«//,-}£=,
U
{V/}/i=Y*)+I is a X„j measure separating family. The sup is clearly attained at 8
which satisfies the equation 8/k = l/r — (r + l)ô/r, i.e. 8 = k/ir + k + rk) and

xn.k = x/(r + k + rk)=

1/(2« + 1 + 2k(n - k)). Finally, from 2.13 it follows

that if X is connected, locally-connected and unicoherent then \p¡(X) is a dendrite

for 1 =s i < «.

D

4. Nonexistence theorems. In this section we shall show that in many cases
Theorem 3 is the best possible. The precise statement is the following.
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Theorem 4. Let X be an n-dimensional compact metric space in > 2), and let
{xpi)k=xU {<p,}j=i be a uniformly separating family on X with {<p,-}'-=1
C C(A") and

dim \pj(X)= 1, 1 < ¿ < fc,0 < Jfc<n. Thenl>2(n-k)

+ 1.

We shall prove this theorem in three different cases.

Case (i). 2 < « - k < 6.
Case (ii). n —k = 1.
Case (iii). « — /c = 0.
It turns out that the proof of each of these cases requires different methods.
Moreover, in Case (iii) we shall need some additional assumptions on the space X.
Note that the restriction « —k < 6 follows from the restriction « < 6 in Theorem 2.
An extension of Theorem 2 for all « > 2 would imply the validity of Theorem 4
without the restriction n — k < 6. We shall not consider this problem in this article.
The following theorem implies Cases (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4.
Theorem 5. Let X be an n-dimensional compact metric space in > 2), and let
{(fj}j=i U {^/} ¿>e a uniformly separating family on X, with {<p,}'=, C C(A") and

dimiKA) <k,\<n-k<6.

Thenl>2in - k) + 1.

Theorem 5 implies Cases (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4, since if {<p,}j=i and {^,}*=, are
as in Theorem 4, then, by Corollary 2.2 {q>j}lj=xU {»//}are as in Theorem 5, where \p:

X - nf=1^,.(X)is definedby *p(x)= (*,(*), ^(x),.. .,**(*)). (dimIfe,*,(*) = *
since dim \p¡(X) = 1 for 1 < /' < k.)
Proof of Theorem 5 (Case (i)). Let {<p,-}j=1
and >//be as in Theorem 5 with
2 < n — k < 6. Then by Theorem 2.4 there exists some y-G t//(A") with dim \¡>~\y)
> n — k. Obviously {<p,-}j=1
is a uniformly separating family on \¡>~x(y).By Theorem

2,l>2(n

- k)+ 1. D

Proof of Theorem 5 (Case (ii)). We have to show that if q>x<p2
and \p are
mappings on A with <p,G C( A'), i = 1,2, and dim \p(A") < « — 1, then {<p,,<p2,t/>}is
not a uniformly separating family. Assume that {<p,,^"H is a uniformly separating
family on X. Without loss of generality we may assume that A"is an «-dimensional
Cantor manifold, and in particular that every open subset of X has dimension «.
Then none of the families {<p,,¡p) and {<p2,\p} is uniformly separating on any set
X' C X with nonempty interior in X. This follows from Theorem 6 (which will be
proved independently later) since R is countably 1-dimensional. It follows that the
mappings (<p,,\p): X: -» R X ipiX) are 0-dimensional, / = 1,2. Indeed, let t0 E R
and j0 G \piX), and assume e.g. that dim(tp,, \p)~xit0, y0) S» 1. Then tp2is a homeomorphism on <p~xxit0)
n \p'xiy0) = £. Thus <p2(£) contains an open interval J C R,
and <p2'(^)\.L is an open subset of X. Let X' C <p2'(y)\L be compact with
nonempty interior. We shall see that {<p,,^} is a uniformly separating family on A"
which is a contradiction. Let / G /00(A"). Let / G lxi X) be an extension of / with

f/L = 0.
f admits a representation.

fix) = gi(<Pi(*)) + g2(<P2(x))+ g3(4>(x)) with g, G /„(R),

i = 1,2, and g3 G

/^(^(A")). We may assume without loss of generality that g,(i0) = g3(yo) = 0. Let

linear superpositions
x G L. Then 0 =/(*)
t0 and xPix) = y0, i.e.
0 =/(*)
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= g,(<Pi(*)) + g2(<p2(*)) + g3(t(x)).

= gx(t0) + g2(<P2(^)) + gi(yo)

But as x E L, <p,(x) =

= g2(<P2(x))-

Hence g2 vanishes on <p2(£). But q>2(X') E J C <p2(L), and thus <p2vanishes on
<p2(A"')too, i.e. for x G A"' we have /(x) = f(x) = g,(<p,(x)) + g3(»^(*)), which
means that {tp,,»//} is a uniformly separating family on A".
From the fact that (<p,, \p) and (<p2,t/0 are O-dimensional, it follows that both <p,
and <p2are O-dimensional on ¡p~l(y) for each y E xp(X). \p itself is a 1-dimensional

mapping, (dim \p = 0 would imply dim \p(X) > dim X = n, while dim 4>~x(y)> 2
for somej G \p(X) is impossible by Theorem 2 since {cp,, <p2}is uniformly separat-

ing on 4>~x(y).)Hence by Theorem 2.5 the set Y — {y E \p(X): dim 4>~l(y)> 1} has
dimension s= « — 1 and in particular | Y |> S0.
We shall construct now two disjoint sequences {xj)JLx and {xj'}f=x of arbitrary
length m in X, so that for eachy, \p(xj) = iK*")>
<Pi(*2,-i)

= <P\(x'ij)>

«Pi(^2/-i)

= Vi(*2/).

T*'5*If

and
tp2(x27) = (p2(x'2J+x),

^>2(x'ij)

= <p2(x'2j+x),

j>l.

Once we do this, we can define p E lx(X) by p = ~2,J=x(-iy8x,-^=¿-1)%,,
(where 8Xis the Dirac measure with mass 1 at x). Then ||/¿|| = 2m,/i°i//

ll/i ° <p,ll< 4 for i=l,2,

= 0, and

i.e. \\p ° t|| < 2/m||/i|| for all t G {<p,,<p2,\p] which

shows that {<p,,tp2, t//} is not a uniformly separating family.

Let B be a countable basis for the topology of R. For J G B let Yj = {y E Y:
there exists a compact connected set Wy C 4>~x(y) so that / C <px(Wy)}.Then
7= U^^Y,. Indeed, let y-G Y; then since dim xp~x(y)> 1, «/'"'(y) contains some
nontrivial connected compact set Wy, and since dimtp, = 0 on *p~x(y),dim<px(Wy)
= 1 and hence q>x(Wy)as a 1-dimensional subset of R contains some J E B, i.e.
y E Yj. It follows that for some J E B, \ Y}|> S0. Note also that ;xy,C
(<p,, i/0(A"). (If í G / and y E Yj, then í G / C ^(^"'(.y)); hence for some x E
\p~xiy), <p,(x) = t and thus (tp,, t/'Xx) = (i, >>).)Let/' and /" be two open intervals

in J with /' O /" = 0, and set A" = <p,'(/'), A"' = <pf'(/"). Then X' D X" = 0,
dim A' = dim X" = « (since both have nonempty interior in A") and for all y G Y},

dim(A" n 4>-\y)) = dim(A-" n ^"'(jO) = 1. Indeed, let y E Ys. Then for some
compact connected set Wy C \p~\y), <pxiWy)Z) J ^ J' and hence Wy n <p,V) C A"
is an open set relative to Wy\ and since an open subset of a compact connected set is
positive dimensional, dim(X' n 4*~Xiy))> 1- The same argument applies to X".
Set A¿, = A" and Y'm= Yj. We shall construct a decreasing sequence of «dimensional compact sets X'mD X'm_x D •■•DA",' and a decreasing sequence
ypy^p-oyj
of uncountable sets as follows: Applying the argument
which has been used to show that | Yj \> M0 for some J E B, and the fact that
dim(A"¿, PI \p~\y)) > 1 for all y E Y'm,we can show that for some open interval
I C <p2iX'm)C R the set Y' _, = {y E Y'm: there exists a compact

connected

set
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n X'mso that / C <p2iWy)}is uncountable.

Then Y'm_xC Y'm,\Y'm_x\>

S0 and / X Y'm_xC (<p2,W^).
Set A";_, = <p2'(/) n *;. Then dim X'm_x= «,
and as before, for all j G Y'm,dim(A^_, Pi 4>~xiy)) > 1. Next, operate on A*¿,_, in
the very same way with tp, replacing <p2,to obtain Y'm_2and X'm_2. Then operate on
X'm_2 with rp2again to obtain Y'm_-iand X'm_3 and continue by an obvious induction

till we end up with Y[ and X'x.
Let us see now that for any m points yx,y2,...,ymin
Y[ with m even, there exist m
points {xj}JLx in X'm so that xP(xj) = yjt q>xix'2J-X) = tp,(x2y) and <p2ix'2j) =

<p2(x'2j+x). So, let {_y,}JLiC Y,'. By the construction,

there exists some interval

/ C rp,(A"),so that X[ = <p,'(/) and I X Y{C (<p,,4>)(X^).Let x¡ G A",'be such that
iK*i) —yx. (Such a point clearly exists. Actually dim(A"[ n xp~x(yx))> 1.) Set tx =
(px(x'x). Then tx E I, and yx, y2 are in Y'x. Hence (tx, yx) and (/,, y2) are both in
I X Y'xC (<p,, <//)(A"2).It follows that there exists some x'2 E X2 with (<p,, i>)ix'2) —
(/,, j>2),i.e. ipix'2) = y2 and <p,(.x2)= <p,(x¡) = í,. Let s2 = <p2(x2).By the construction X2 = (p2'(7) where / C R is some interval so that / X 72 C (<p2,t/>)(A3). Since
y2 D Y[ we can apply the same argument to find some x'3 E A"3with 4>ix3) = y3 and
^(^á) = W2(x2) = s2- Inductively we continue and construct x'4,.. .,x'm which satisfy
our conditions. Let us return now to X". Since Y[ C Y} = Y'm,dim( A"" D \¡>~\y)) > 1
for all y E Y[. Hence we can repeat the same process with X" replacing A" and Y{
replacing Yj. In this way we obtain sets Y'¿ D Y'/t_xD ■■■D Y" with \Yj'\> ¿S0,
(y^' = Y'x)and X" = X'ñ D A"^_, D • • • D A"". The same argument as above shows
then that for any m points {yj}JL\ C T," (meven) there exists m points {xj'}fLx C
A^ = X" with tKxj') = ^ as above. But since 0$Li G y," C ï£ = Y[, we can also
construct such points {xj}J'=x with tK*,') = y} in A^ = A". Then {xj}J'=x n {*"}j!l,
= 0 (since A" n A"" = 0 ) and we are done. This proves Case (ii) of Theorem 5 and

also of Theorem 4. D
The following theorem implies Case (iii) of Theorem 4, under some additional
assumptions on the space X.
Theorem 6. Let X be an n-dimensional compact metric space in > 2). Let %:
X -> Y¡be mappings with dim y, = «,<«,/
= 1,2, a«i/ nx + n2< n. If Y¡ is countably n¡-dimensional isee §2) /or i = 1 or i — 2 then {\px, \p2] is not a uniformly
separating family.

Proof. Assume that {<px,xp2}is a uniformly separating family. Then (</-,,^2):
X -» y, X Y2is an embedding, and hence W — (i|/,, \p2) is an «-dimensional compact
subset of YXXY2. By Theorem 2.14 W contains a product F{ X ^ C W with
dim y/ = «,, i = 1,2. Let a,, a2 be points in Y'xand /?,, ß2 points in Y2. Then H7
contains the points (a,, ß,), (a,, ß2), (a2,/?,) and (a2, ß2). Let {x,}y=i C A be
points so that
(xpx,xp2)(xx) = (ax,ßx),

('r'l.'kX-^)

= («1.&)

U\^2)(x2)

and

= («2,/32).

(V'l, ^2)(^4) = («2'0l)

and set p = 8X[+ 8Xi- 6^ - 8X/¡.Then p E /,( A), ||/i|| = 4 and p° ^ = 0 for
D

; = 1,2, which shows that {\px,\p2}is not a uniformly separating family.
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Proof of Theorem 4 (Case (iii)) under the assumption that X is connected,
locally-connected
and unicoherent.
Let X be as above, and let {^,}"=1 be
mappings on X so that dim\p¡(X) = 1, Ki<n.
We wish to show that {xp¡}"=xis
not a uniformly separating family on A. If it is, then by Corollary 2.8 we may
assume that the xp/s are monotone mappings. From 2.13 it follows then that xp¿X) is
a dendrite for 1 < i < «, and by 2.15 i//,(A") is countably 1-dimensional. Set

xP= (xp2,xp3,...,xpn):X - n^W

Then dim «//(A")< « - 1, and by 2.2 {t//„ >//}is

a uniformly separating family, contradicting Theorem 6.

D

Corollary.
Let X be a 2-dimensional compact, connected, locally-connected and
unicoherent space, and let {xp^lLi be a uniformly separating family on X, with

dim<PiiX) < dim X, 1 < i < m. Then 2™ ,£(9^))
index defined in §1.

> 5 w«ere £ « ine Euclidean

Proof. Assume that for k <p,'s, £(<p,(A")) > 2, and for / <p,'s, £(tp,(A")) = 1 (i.e.
tp, G C( A)) where fc + / = m.IfAi = 0 then by Theorem 4, Case (i), / > 5 and thus

2™,£(<p,(A)) > 5. If A:= 1 then by Case (ii) of the same theorem I > 2(2 - 1) + 1
= 3 and 2™,£(<p,-(A"))s=2 + 3 = 5. If finally jfc= 2 then by Case (iii), / > 1 (here
the special assumptions on X are applied) and again 2™=l£(qp,(Af)) > 2 ■2 + 1 =5.

For k > 3 the corollary obviously holds.

D
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